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Old Friends: Controversy
and the Public Schools
ALEX MOLNAR

While schools cannot-
should not-attempt
to provide answers to
controversial
questions, they do
need to teach children
to pose those
questions themselves
and to examine them
objectively.

feature first appeared in the April
1983 Educational Leadership we

have examined a number of topics:
environmental pollution, nuclear dis-
armament, school integration, world
hunger, and the trend toward the pri-
vatization of social services. These is-
sues and others like them are often
difficult for educators to deal with
because thev are controversial and
because there are few clear-cut guide-
lines for what exactly educators
should do with them. It is an underly-
ing premise of the "Contemporary Is-
sues" feature that social issues, un-
comfortable and controversial as they
often are, are important for educators
to consider critically. Thev reflect im-
portant aspects of the social context in
which schools are expected to func-
tion, and they often turn into a claim
for something to be excluded or in-
cluded in the school curriculum Each
social issue, therefore, represents a
potential policy and curriculum and
instruction problem for educators

This month, "Contemporary Issues"
considers the nature of the challenge
social issues pose and reports on how
some educators have responded to
that challenge.

Early Controversial Issues
Controversy is not new to U.S. schools.
The American public school system is,
in many respects, a child of social and
political controversy and struggle.
Many of the leading political figures of
the revolutionary period, for example,
identified public education as a princi-
pal mechanism for ensuring the con-
tinuation and security of the new re-
public. The U.S. was to be, at least in
the minds of political leaders, a self-
consciously constructed society in
which the evils and corruption of Eu-
rope would be eliminated As Benja-
min Rush wrote in 1786:

Most of the distresses of our country,
and of the mistakes which Europeans have
formed of us, have arisen from a belief that
the American revolution is over This is so
far from being the case that we have only
finished the first act of a great drama We
have changed our forms of government.
but it remains vet to effect a revolution in
our principles, opinions, and manners so
as to accommodate them to the forms of
government we have adopted This is the
most difficult part of the business of the
patriots and legislators of our countrs

The notion that schools should edu-
cate for citizenship helped support the
push for tax-supported schools and
increased state control and regulation
of schools-two highly controversial
propositions To manv Americans of
the period the idea that the state
should to a large extent regulate and
control what their children would be
taught was undemocratic and a threat
to religious freedom, local control,
and ethnic identity. In part for these
reasons, questions such as who should
control the schools, whether or not
teaching should be professionalized
and state regulated, how schools
should be financed, the degree of
desired standardization among schools,
and whether schooling should be
mandatory were hotly contested

throughout a good part of the 19th
century.

An important consensus about pub-
lic education emerged from those
debates. First, tax-supported public
schools were to provide the education
deemed necessary if the republic was
to endure, but they were to be politi-
cally neutral; that is, their allegience
was to be to the political sstem, not to
a particular political position within
that system. Second, with regard to
religion, the schools were to be neu-
tral. (Nevertheless, throughout the pe-
riod manv Catholics continued to
complain that the text material used in
the public schools presented articles
of Protestant belief as fact).

The Issues of Neutrality
This consensus is still a cornerstone of
U.S. education policy However, the
meaning of the political and religious
neutralit' of schools, in concrete in-
stances, has been and remains a
source of controversy. For example,
should schools, in the name of neu-
trality, teach creationism as well as the
theorv of evolution? Or should schools,
in the name of neutrality., prohibit the
use of the free educational materials
produced by corporations and trade
associations that advertise their prod-
ucts or convey' their world view? How
does the concept of neutrality help a
principal or teacher respond when
confronted with angry parents de-
manding to know why "anti-religious"
or "pro-communist" books and mate-
rials are available or assigned to their
children. In such instances, what ex-
actly does neutralitr mean?

What neutralir' means is partly de-
termined by what one is willing to
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accept as fact, as in the case of cre-
ationism vs. evolution. In other in-
stances the answer rests not on the
facts themselves but what should be
made of them; that is, how they should
be interpreted. This is often the case
with such issues as nuclear disarma-
ment and world hunger. Although few
seriously question the fact that the
world can he destroyed many times
over by existing nuclear weapons or
the realint that children all over the
world are dying of hunger, the appro-
priate social and political response to
these facts is hotly disputed. Both
problems are intensified when system-
atic investigations of such issues lead
to conclusions that do not support the
political views of at least a sizable
minority of the population, Given such
disagreements it is not surprising that
schools, despite their proclaimed for-
mal neutrality, are regularly accused of
seeking to indoctrinate their students.

To 'a certain extent. the recurring
challenge of social issues is inevitable.
On one hand, educators are expected
to help their students develop the
capacity for democratic self-gover-
nance, for which it is widely accepted
that students should acquire such de-
sirable traits as inquisitiveness and the
abilin to reason and critically analvze
information On the other hand, the
historical charge to schools has been
to create loyalty to a particular set of
political ideas that are themselves not
to be the subject critical analysis Con-
sider two more quotes from Benjamin
Rush:

In the education of youth. let the author-
itv of our masters he as absolute as possi-
ble Bys this mode of education we
prepare our south for the subordination of
laws and therehv qualify them for becom-
ing Rood citizens of the republic I am
satisfied that the most useful citizens have
been formed from those south who have
never known or telt their own wills till they
were one and telcntx vears of age

"What neutrality
means is partly
determined by
what one is
willing to accept
as fact."

I consider it as possible to convert
men into Republican machines This must
be done if we expect them to perform
their pans properl- in the great machine of
state 2

Surely Rush is flamboyant in his
language and represents a somewhat
extreme expression of the republican
stance in the revolutionary' and post-
revolutionary period. Nevertheless,
the controversy that social issues often
create is a svmptom of the hidden
conflict between the "republican" and
the "machine" in Rush's statement.

Recognizing that a fundamental con-
tradiction between obedience and in-
quir- is part of the nature of public
education in the United States is not
sufficient: educators have a responsi-
bility to learn how to respond appro-
priatelv and effectively to such situa-
tions as this: a student shows up with
the June 10. 1983, issue of USA Today:
reads the following quote from an
interview with Helen Caldicott, presi-
dent of Physicians for Social Responsi-
bilitn: and asks that the quote be dis-
cussed in class:

Caldicort: The I nited States can overkill
evenr Russian person 40 times. The Soviet
Union can overkill every American person
20 times To talk about negotiating from a
position of strength from that position is
obscene We are so strong that we are the
strongest nation the earth has ever known
We can literall, blow up the world

USA Toda,: Haven't you talked about
that with the President?

Cald/cof: I spent more than an hour
with President Reagan, along with his
daughter, and I tell you that he doesn't
understand much of this. We argued about
all these strategies and almost every single
thing he said to me was incorrect. He stood
for unilateral disarmament, and he said
that the Russians are totally evil. I said,
"Have vou ever met one?" He answered,
"No" We talked about strategic systems.
and almost everything he said to me was
wrong.

Perhaps the tension between the
historic charge to the schools, the
professional judgment and responsi-
bilitn of educators, the public's right to
control its schools, and the students'
need to understand can never be per-
fectly accommodated. This does not,
however, mean that educators cannot
act affirmativehl in the area of social
issues. One possibility is for schools to
regularly sponsor forums in which
various social issues are anahlyzed and
discussed from a varietn of viewpoints.
Teachers could take the lead in such
forums by demonstrating to students
how to pose critical questions. Such
forums. bv their existence, would
underscore the commitment of the
schools to the free and open expres-
sion of ideas. Other possibilities are
suggested in the contributions to this
month's "Contempo)rary Issues" fea-
ture

It's probably a good idea for educa-
tors not to pretend to have all the
answers when it comes to social is-
sues. The important thing is that they
accept the responsibility for helping
their students learn to ask uncomfortn-
able questions.O

'David B Tyack. Turning Points in
.American Educational Histort (Waltham,
Mass. Blaisdell, 196'). p 83
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